
PERFORMANCE INSIDE AND OUT
What goes into a room to create peak acoustical performance? Proper design will identify the acoustical needs for the space  

and determine the necessary products and placement. Some critical elements may never be seen, but are always experienced.  

Consider these award-winning strategies that include many of Kinetics’ sound isolation and room treatment products. 

TAD panels are positioned to create a 

high-frequency sound field for the listener and 

are often integrated with speaker locations.

VERSATUNE absorption panels are often placed 

in areas where low frequencies collect in a 

room.

StarcoustixTM SX fiber-optic fabric is staged for 

ceiling installation.

KRRS in-joist duct silencers absorb sound 

from the theater, which would otherwise  

transmit through the duct work.

IsoMax drywall isolation clips reduce the 

amount of sound transmitted to adjacent rooms 

by decoupling the drywall from the stud.

ICW ceiling hangers are premium noise  

isolators that control theater sound and  

impact (footfalls) noise from the floor above.
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SOUNDS OF LIFE /  A CLIENT STORY

COURTESY/ INTEGRATED SMART TECHNOLOGIES.



SOUNDS OF LIFE /  A CLIENT STORY

FINISHING TOUCHES
After the sound isolation materials and acoustic treatments are installed, Kinetics’ certified installers complete the job by installing 

acoustical finishes that include acoustical wood, fabric, and a starfield ceiling. 

COURTESY/ INTEGRATED SMART TECHNOLOGIES.

StretchTRAK is the ultimate in flexibility  

and beauty. Acoustical absorbers and  

diffusers disappear behind acoustically 

transparent fabric.

Starcoustix SX showcases the wonders of a 

celestial sky with outstanding acoustical  

performance and special features that 

include shooting stars, constellations and 

night-sky images.

Starcoustix SX incorporates the StretchTRAK 

system with customized starfield ceiling 

features and fabric, that runs the width of  

the ceiling for minimal seams and sections. 

Acoustical Wood Collection adds  

distinction and acoustical  

performance to any home theater.




